What ECA Believes

You should make the greatest improvement in your
English in the shortest amount of time.

Our fees should be affordable because you have worked
hard to earn the money to come and study in Australia.

Technology is important in education but nothing
can replace personalised attention.

English lessons should be educational and enjoyable
and provided in a supportive and caring
environment, with a mix of nationalities.
Our NEAS quality endorsement is your guarantee that you
will receive quality education from qualified teachers in
all our courses.

“I enjoyed the relationship between me and my
classmates and between
the students and the
teachers”. [Alessia, Italy]
“ECA is

“I like talking in English
but I’m not good at it.
ECA gave me lots of
chances to speak. It was
very helpful and
enjoyable”.[Reji, Japan]

a very good place
to meet some International
friends because the students
come from many countries.
The teachers and staff are very
helpful with everything, not
just with things in school but
also with events outside of
ECA”. [Jordi, Hong Kong]
“I

greatly enjoyed my two
weeks of school at ECA
because all teachers are friendly
and help me if necessary when I
have any problems. The lessons
are very instructive”.
[Nathan, France]
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“I met good friends that are
from different countries. So I
have an opportunity to learn
about different cultures.
Everybody was kind and
friendly”. [Phudis, Thailand]

“We

enjoyed a friendly environment with lots of facilities. It
was encouraging to study in such a loving and friendly environment. The teachers at ECA are awesome, they are full of
love and care and it is very helpful for students like us who
just left their country and come to Australia in order to study.
The teachers and the lovely environment of ECA encourage
us to learn more”. [Akanksha, Nepal]

“I chose to study in Adelaide because Adelaide combines exceptional food and wine with art,
shopping, culture and fantastic
weather. The people are very
friendly”. [Sunmoon, Korea]

“Great staff and great teachers.
James, Penny, Sarah are just
amazing! We will miss them”.
[Roberta and Claudio, Italy]

